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Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures 

FY22 Budget Narrative 

 
PART I: FY21 ANNUAL REPORT 

Accomplishments for FY21 

1. Major Revision of LAN’s Graduate Program: The department’s MA in Languages, Literatures, 
and Cultures initially had three tracks: French, German, and Spanish. Given that the department 
has not admitted students into either the French or German tracks for some years now due to 
low enrollments insufficient to maintain these two tracks, the department has submitted 
curricular proposals (at the level of both individual courses and the overall program to convert 
the MA into a Master of Arts in Spanish. These proposed revisions to the graduate program are 
currently making their way through the College’s and University’s curricular process. 

2. Office Staff Hires and Reorganization of Duties: Prior to 2020, LAN’s main office staff consisted 
of two full-time people and one part-time person. However, our former lead staff person, Audra 
Russo, left the University at the end of 2019. We had intended to run a search to replace her 
during the Spring 2020 semester, but the COVID pandemic delayed this process until July 2020. 
At that point, we ran a search and hired Stacy Albright, our former “Graduate Secretary,” as the 
new lead staff person. At the same time, Stacy Bock, whom we had hired during the Fall of 
2019, as our part-time “Undergraduate Secretary,” resigned her position in order to relocate to 
Florida with her family. Given the University’s current budget pressures, the department 
decided to reorganize the duties of the two full-time positions in order to eliminate the part- 
time position vacated by Stacy Bock. We thus ran a search for this second full-time staff person 
and hired Nicole Dalbey. 

3. Spanish NTT Hires: Due to the COVID pandemic, several of our incoming international graduate 
students (who staff many of our sections of basic Spanish) were unable to make it to the United 
States in time for the Fall 2020 semester. Thus, in order to make sure that these basic Spanish 
sections had instructors, we hired two new Spanish NTTs: Cristina Almeida and Rocio Morales. 
The new NTTs taught full loads during the Fall semester and are teaching part-time during the 
Spring. 

4. Program Review: The department’s three majors (French, German, and Spanish) and its MA 
program are all up for program review. In anticipation of submitting the self-study documents 
at the beginning of the Fall 2021 semester, the department has spent much of FY21 working on 
these self-studies. 

5. Continued Work on Internationalize Your Major and Recruitment: Continuing focus that gave 
rise to FY19’s launch of LAN’s “Internationalize Your Major” initiative, our Academic Advisor 
continued to work with advisors across campus to develop sample 4-year plans of study to show 
students how they can achieve a double major or minor in a language and/or a study abroad in 
four years. Unfortunately, the COVID pandemic has made these efforts a bit more difficult this 
year, since many of our efforts were focused on visiting in-person basic language classes to 
recruit students into one of our several majors or minors. 
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6. Conference Tables and Chairs for STV 202: Through funding ultimately provided by the 
Provost’s Office (AEF), LAN was able to replace the modular conference tables and chairs in STV 
202 (see Objective #5 below). 

7. STV 116A Remodel: During FY20 LAN renovated STV 114, the department's main office. To 
complete the entire project, LAN also plans to renovate STV 116A, the lead staff person’s office 
(which has not been refurbished since the 1990s), so that it more or less matches the quality 
and aesthetic of the adjacent main office. 

8. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: As part of the University ongoing efforts to promote Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion on campus, LAN formed an ad hoc committee of Spanish faculty and staff 
(Jim Pancrazio, Julie Lynd, Alejandro Enríquez, and Bruce Burningham) to work with the Latin 
American and Latino/a Studies Program, the Office of Student Success, and University College to 
increase ISU’s efforts to recruit and retain Latinx students, especially heritage speakers of 
Spanish. LAN has also initiated departmental discussions regarding the creation of a standing 
DEI committee. 

 
 

Major Objectives for FY21 

Objective #1: Rebuild French Program (Hire 1 additional TT faculty)—Not funded 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1, 3, 5; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Educate, Connect, Elevate Illinois I.B, 
II.A.2, II.B.2, II.C, III.A, III.C.1-4 

Rationale: Our French program recently absorbed two tenured faculty retirements (a 50% loss). Without 
a stronger cohort of TT faculty, the quality of the French and Francophone Studies major, minor, and 
teacher education major is jeopardized. Despite fewer majors due to limited instructional capacity, 100- 
level enrollments remain strong, and overall enrollments support at least three full-time faculty. 
Moreover, current reliance on NTTs contradicts ISU’s teacher-scholar model, weakens faculty-student 
connections, and limits TT faculty’s ability to provide diverse course offerings and contribute to the Gen 
Ed program and interdisciplinary minors. We would search for a generalist in French language, 
literatures, and cultures who could teach a range of courses on French and Francophone (i.e. French- 
speaking Africa, Asia, Canada, and/or the Caribbean) cultures from literary or linguistic perspectives, 
contribute to general education as well as interdisciplinary programs (depending on the area of 
expertise: African Studies, Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies, Caribbean Studies, and/or European 
Studies, as well as Women and Gender Studies and/or Religious Studies). French is a world language, 
spoken throughout the globe. In a recent report by the non-partisan New American Economy, which 
chronicles the unmet demand for bilingual employees in the US, the number of job ads requiring 
bilingual skills in French is third (following Spanish and Mandarin Chinese), with the most jobs seeking 
French-English bilinguals in humanitarian fields. It is crucial that we build our French program and 
expand our related general education offerings. We had unsuccessfully requested a more specialized 
hire in linguistics while our French MA was still running, this TT hire would focus on our undergraduate 
program. This is our top tenure-track hiring priority for FY19. 

Requested Funding: $65,000 – permanent 
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Objective #2: Rebuild German Program (Hire 1 additional TT Faculty)—Not funded 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1, 3, 5; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Educate, Connect, Elevate Illinois I.B, 
II.A.2, II.B.2, II.C, III.A, III.C.1-4 

Rationale: Our German program absorbed two faculty retirements in FY18. Beginning FY20 we hired 
Jonathan Martin as a new assistant professor of German. Nevertheless, for FY21 we request funding for 
a second German TT position, which would bring the total back to three and revitalize our program and 
our recruitment efforts. Current reliance on NTTs contradicts ISU’s teacher-scholar model, weakens 
faculty-student connections, and limits TT faculty’s ability to provide diverse course offerings and 
contribute to the Gen Ed program and interdisciplinary minors. This is our second tenure-track priority 
for FY20. 

Requested Funding: $65,000 – permanent 
 
 

Objective #3: Continued Recruitment and Promotion of “Internationalize Your Major” Efforts Across 
Campus—Funding of $5000 was SBC’d but was later returned to the University as part of the budget 
“give back.” 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1-7; CAS Mission Statement; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 4.1, 4.2; Educate, 
Connect, Elevate Illinois I.A.1-4, II.A.2, II.B.2, III.A.1, IV A 1-3, IV.B.4, IV.C.1-5 

Rationale: The nationwide decline in Humanities enrollments has also impacted LAN’s enrollments 
across all languages. Because we intend to remain at the center of campus-wide discussions and 
initiatives involving “internationalization” and “globalization,” particularly with regard to those 
initiatives outlined in the University’s International Strategic Plan, 2014-2018, we continue to explore 
ways of making our already-international curriculum more attractive to current students and encourage 
them to seek connections between disciplines. We are developing presentations to give at, and 
materials to, deliver to local schools and other community stakeholders as well. 

Requested Funding: SBC: $5000 
 
 

Objective #4: Permanent Funding for Faculty Summer Stipends for Undergraduate Coordinator and 
Teacher Education Coordinator—Not funded 

Strategic Plan Alignment: Educate, Connect, Elevate 1.B.1 
 

Rationale: 
During the summer, the TE coordinator stays in communication with the Lauby Teacher Education 
Center concerning teacher candidates who intend to student teach in the upcoming two semesters, 
along with the teacher candidates themselves. She also communicates with other teacher candidates 
about program requirements, including coursework, clinical, and assessments. She engages in activities 
initiated by the Teacher Education Center, as necessary, as state legislative decisions are made that 
influence the LAN teacher education program. 
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During the summer, the Director (Coordinator) of Undergraduate Studies is involved in conversations 
about summer enrollments and registration for fall through Preview. Since increasing our recruitment 
efforts, the Coordinator of Undergraduate Education is also involved in sending letters to incoming 
students, welcoming incoming students to the department in August, updating recruitment materials, 
meeting with University College Advisors and Admissions counselors, and other miscellaneous tasks 
involving LAN’s undergraduate programs. 

Paying each of these individuals $1,000 to compensate for the work they do over the summer would 
bring these positions in line with the Graduate Coordinator, who is paid $1,000 over the summer for 
attendant Grad Coordinator summer duties. All three of these faculty service positions require faculty to 
be in contact with the chair and the academic advisor. 

Requested funding: $2,000 total ($1,000 per position) - permanent 
 
 

Objective #5: New Conference Tables and Chairs for STV 202 (LAN’s Main Conference Room and 
Library)—Funding of $16,500 was initially SBC’d but was later returned to the University as part of the 
budget “give back.” Funding was eventually provided in early 2021 by the Provost’s Office (AEF). 

Strategic Plan Alignment: CAS Strategic Plan 2.3 Action 2.3.1 

Rationale: LAN’s department library and conference room is used for a number of purposes, including 
department meetings and, most recently, as a classroom for various classes throughout the day. The 
modular conference tables and chairs have not been replaced in roughly 20 years. The legs of a few of 
the tables have broken, and the chairs show their wear and tear. Given near constant use each day, 
often between 9am and 9pm, the department seeks funding to replace these conference tables and 
chairs. 

Requested funding: $16,500 
 
 

Internal Reallocations and Reorganizations in FY21 

Department/School: 
 

Temporary Variance: Due to the COVID pandemic, several of our incoming international graduate 
students were unable to come to the US. To staff the basic Spanish courses they would have taught, we 
hired two new Spanish NTTs and we transferred $67,803 of permanent GA funds to our NTT budget line 
in order to cover the cost of this instruction. 

 
Permanent Reallocation: In December 2019, LAN’s lead staff person, Audra Russo, left the University. 
We eventually hired Stacy Albright, our former graduate secretary, as our new lead staff person. Along 
the way, however, our part-time undergraduate secretary left the University in order to relocate to 
Florida. After all the dust settled, we had reorganized what had been a total of 2.5 positions into just 2 
positions. We hired Nicole Dalbey as our other new staff person and agreed to forego the part-time 
position as part of any necessary permanent budget cuts for FY22 and beyond. 

 
Permanent Variance: None 
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College: 
 

Dean’s Allocation (Tech Tuition): $3600 was spent on a student worker in support of our language lab. 
 

Permanent Funding: None 
 

Temporary Funding: $12,838 in faculty travel funding went unused due to COVID. We will seek to SBC 
this for next year. 

 
Provost: 

 
RERIP: LAN received $14,100 in RERIP funds. So far, we have used $5328 of these funds to compensate 
our NTT faculty advisors for our Spanish Club and our Spanish National Honor Society. The remaining 
RERIP funds are being used to “back fill” funds that were planned for various projects (like our STV 116A 
remodel), but which were returned as part of our budget “give back.” 

 
PE: We received $16,500 from AEF to replace the conference tables and chairs in STV 202. 

 
Foundation (Unrestricted): We reimbursed the conference registration fees for Laura Edwards ($100) 
and Jennifer Howell ($175). We awarded $1000 each to graduate students Rocio Canu (for the 
Montserrat Vilarrubla Award for Excellence in Teaching) and Ray Gómez Hernández (for the Charter 
Department Award for Excellence). During the past few years, we have been working with the Office of 
Admissions to offer recruitment scholarships to potential majors in our department. For FY21, we 
offered six $500 scholarships, renewable annually, to incoming students who declare a LAN major and 
maintain a cumulative 3.2 GPA. Of the six potential students who were offered these scholarships, three 
accepted them and declared LAN majors: Trinity Bair, Moncerat Hernandez, and Michele Djemwel 
Biscene. 

 
(NB: Due to the ongoing COVID pandemic, our department has not engaged in any of the kind of in- 
person events and activities that we usually schedule. Thus, we have used very little of our unrestricted 
foundation funds this year.) 
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PART II: FY22 PLANNING DOCUMENT 
 
 

Major Objectives for FY22 

 
Objective #1: Complete Major Revision of LAN’s Graduate Program 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1, 2, 4; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2; Educate, Connect, Elevate Illinois I.A.1-4, 
II.A.3, III.A.1-4, III.C.1-4 

Rationale: The department’s MA in Languages, Literatures, and Cultures initially had three tracks: 
French, German, and Spanish. Given that the department has not admitted students into either the 
French or German tracks for some years now due to low enrollments insufficient to maintain these two 
tracks, the department has submitted curricular proposals (at the level of both individual courses and 
the overall program to convert the MA into a Master of Arts in Spanish. These proposed revisions to the 
graduate program are currently making their way through the College’s and University’s curricular 
process. 

Requested funding: None 
 
 

Objective #2: Permanent Funding for Faculty Summer Stipends for Undergraduate Coordinator and 
Teacher Education Coordinator 

Strategic Plan Alignment: Educate, Connect, Elevate 1.B.1 
 

Rationale: 
During the summer, the TE coordinator stays in communication with the Lauby Teacher Education 
Center concerning teacher candidates who intend to student teach in the upcoming two semesters, 
along with the teacher candidates themselves. She also communicates with other teacher candidates 
about program requirements, including coursework, clinical, and assessments. She engages in activities 
initiated by the Teacher Education Center, as necessary, as state legislative decisions are made that 
influence the LAN teacher education program. 

 
During the summer, the Director (Coordinator) of Undergraduate Studies is involved in conversations 
about summer enrollments and registration for fall through Preview. Since increasing our recruitment 
efforts, the Coordinator of Undergraduate Education is also involved in sending letters to incoming 
students, welcoming incoming students to the department in August, updating recruitment materials, 
meeting with University College Advisors and Admissions counselors, and other miscellaneous tasks 
involving LAN’s undergraduate programs. 

Paying each of these individuals $1,000 to compensate for the work they do over the summer would 
bring these positions in line with the Graduate Coordinator, who is paid $1,000 over the summer for 
attendant Grad Coordinator summer duties. All three of these faculty service positions require faculty to 
be in contact with the chair and the academic advisor. 

Requested funding: $2,000 total ($1,000 per position) - permanent 
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Objective #3: Continued Recruitment and Promotion of “Internationalize Your Major” Efforts Across 
Campus 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1-7; CAS Mission Statement; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 4.1, 4.2; Educate, 
Connect, Elevate Illinois I.A.1-4, II.A.2, II.B.2, III.A.1, IV A 1-3, IV.B.4, IV.C.1-5 

Rationale: The nationwide decline in Humanities enrollments has also impacted LAN’s enrollments 
across all languages. Because we intend to remain at the center of campus-wide discussions and 
initiatives involving “internationalization” and “globalization,” particularly with regard to those 
initiatives outlined in the University’s International Strategic Plan, 2014-2018, we continue to explore 
ways of making our already-international curriculum more attractive to current students and encourage 
them to seek connections between disciplines. We are developing presentations to give at, and 
materials to, deliver to local schools and other community stakeholders as well. 

Requested Funding: SBC: $5000 
 
 

Objective #4: Rebuild French Program (Hire 1 additional TT faculty) 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1, 3, 5; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Educate, Connect, Elevate Illinois I.B, 
II.A.2, II.B.2, II.C, III.A, III.C.1-4 

Rationale: Our French program recently absorbed two tenured faculty retirements (a 50% loss). Without 
a stronger cohort of TT faculty, the quality of the French and Francophone Studies major, minor, and 
teacher education major is jeopardized. Despite fewer majors due to limited instructional capacity, 100- 
level enrollments remain strong, and overall enrollments support at least three full-time faculty. 
Moreover, current reliance on NTTs contradicts ISU’s teacher-scholar model, weakens faculty-student 
connections, and limits TT faculty’s ability to provide diverse course offerings and contribute to the Gen 
Ed program and interdisciplinary minors. We would search for a generalist in French language, 
literatures, and cultures who could teach a range of courses on French and Francophone (i.e. French- 
speaking Africa, Asia, Canada, and/or the Caribbean) cultures from literary or linguistic perspectives, 
contribute to general education as well as interdisciplinary programs (depending on the area of 
expertise: African Studies, Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies, Caribbean Studies, and/or European 
Studies, as well as Women and Gender Studies and/or Religious Studies). French is a world language, 
spoken throughout the globe. In a recent report by the non-partisan New American Economy, which 
chronicles the unmet demand for bilingual employees in the US, the number of job ads requiring 
bilingual skills in French is third (following Spanish and Mandarin Chinese), with the most jobs seeking 
French-English bilinguals in humanitarian fields. It is crucial that we build our French program and 
expand our related general education offerings. We had unsuccessfully requested a more specialized 
hire in linguistics while our French MA was still running, this TT hire would focus on our undergraduate 
program. 

Requested Funding: $65,000 – permanent 
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Objective #5: Increased Instructional Capacity for German NTT (see Instructional Capacity Request) 

Strategic Plan Alignment: LAN Goals 1, 3, 5; CAS Goal 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Educate, Connect, Elevate Illinois I.B, 
II.A.2, II.B.2, II.C, III.A, III.C.1-4 

Rationale: For the past several years, the department has invited a graduate student from the University 
of Paderborn (Germany) to campus as part of a formal exchange program between the two universities. 
This Paderborn student has taught one section of basic German each semester through a GAship. 
During AY2021, however, the Paderborn GA was unable to come to the United States due to the COVID 
pandemic. In order to deal with the sudden loss of an important instructor, the department was able to 
cancel one section of basic German during the Fall 2020 semester. For the Spring 2021 semester, the 
department was able to hire a part-time NTT (Adrian Chubb) to teach one section of basic German. (NB: 
This part-time NTT was funded through a reallocation of permanent GA funding, which would have been 
used to fund the Paderborn GA.) For the coming academic year (i.e., AY2122) we are seeking to increase 
this new German NTT’s instructional assignment to full-time for both semesters. The rationale for 
making this Instructional Capacity request is as follows: Jonathan Martin, one or our two TT German 
faculty, has applied for two different year-long fellowships. Should Dr. Martin be offered either of these 
two fellowships, he will be gone during the entire academic year and his instructional capacity will need 
to be replaced. (NB: should Dr. Martin receive one of these fellowships, his salary variance can fund the 
necessary NTT instructional capacity.). However, should Dr. Martin NOT receive one of these 
fellowships, his instructional capacity will nevertheless need to be replaced for the Spring 2022 semester 
due to a “non-teaching” semester that he negotiated at the time of hire. In this case, in order to retain 
Adrian Chubb so that he will be available to teach a full load during the Spring 2022 semester, we would 
like to offer him a full load for the Fall 2021 semester as well. We would accomplish this through two 
mechanisms: 1) by assigning Dr. Chubb the course usually assigned to the Paderborn GA (who we will 
not invite for AY2122); and 2) by reassigning Dr. Martin to teach two sections of Gen Ed and European 
Studies courses that he would not otherwise teach. This plan provides us with the best “fall back” 
options for AY2122 given the uncertainties of Dr. Martin’s fellowship applications. Should Dr. Martin be 
awarded a full-year fellowship for AY2122, we will simply cancel his GenEd and European Studies 
courses, and Adrian Chubb will still teach the necessary German courses (which will then be funded by 
Dr. Martin’s salary variance). Should Dr. Martin NOT be awarded one of these fellowships, he will teach 
his Fall 2021 GenEd and European Studies courses, while Adrian Chubb will still teach German using the 
requested IC funding (although, the funding will ultimately fund Dr. Martin’s Fall GenEd and ES courses, 
which would otherwise not be taught). Then, during the Spring 2022 semester, while Dr. Martin is on his 
negotiated pre-tenure “non-teaching” semester, Adrian Chubb will teach the three German courses that 
would otherwise be taught by Dr. Martin. 

Requested Funding: $40,734 – temporary IC funding 
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Funding Requests for FY22 
 

Perm/Temp: Any initiative that would require permanent funding (currently unavailable) should be 
listed as a PERM request in this section. Smaller, one-time requests for CAS consideration should be 
listed as TEMP. 

 
1. Student Teacher Supervisor Travel (Temp: $5000): Request is for Nancy Ferrill, AP Full-Time 

Supervisor of student teachers for Fall 2021 and Spring 2022. As LAN no longer utilizes part-time 
NTT supervisors, Ms. Ferrill's expenses include travel across the State of Illinois 

2. Student Help for Language Labs (Temp: $3600): These funds will be used to help staff LAN's 
language lab, student office help, and student assistance for our SPA 111/112 coordinator in the 
setup and maintenance of online materials for all SPA 111 and 112 Spanish sections. 

3. Instructional Travel (Temp: $1500): Request is for Spanish Club field trip to Chicago or 
Indianapolis in Fall 2021 and for class field trips (SPA 244) to Little Village in Chicago to offer 
interpreting services to public schools 

4. Summer Stipends for DGS, DUS, and TEC (Perm: $2000): $1,000 for Coordinator of Teacher 
Education $1,000 for Coordinator of Undergraduate Studies (See Objective #2 above). 

 
 

PE/AEF (PERS 937): List and provide a brief rationale for your highest priority PE and AEF requests. 
Please rank PE and AEF requests in one list in order of priority. Refer to the PE/AEF guidelines on the 
Provost website. 

 
NONE 

 

Faculty Personnel Requests (PERS 936): List your TT, SCH, and NTT requests. Be sure to present a 
succinct rationale for all high priority positions using appropriate data (enrollment trends, TT faculty to 
student ratio growth, change in TT FTE, growth of NTT FTE, credit hour production, 
curriculum development). Also include salary and startup costs. 

 

1. French TT Linguist: Our French program has absorbed TT retirements in recent years for a net 
loss of 50% (2 faculty). LAN has launched an initiative to rebuild enrollments in our majors by 
encouraging second majors / minors to complement ("internationalize") other majors. A 
generalist in French/Francophone Studies will allow us to offer more diverse courses (which our 
current majors are demanding) in order to rebuild the French major and contribute to general 
education offerings on language and culture and interdisciplinary programs across campus: 
African Studies, LALS (Caribbean), and/or European Studies, others. 
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SBC Plans 
 

Please identify all potential SBC requests and estimated amounts and justify the strategic need to carry 
over funds. Refer to the SBC guidelines on the Provost Office website. 

 
For a variety of reasons (including recent reductions in LAN office staff, the inability of faculty to 
travel due to COVID, and other COVID-related issues), LAN projects that it will have an operating 
surplus of roughly $35,000 and a personnel surplus of roughly $45,000 at the end of the current 
fiscal year. The SBC plans outlined below add up to a grand total of between $73,764 and $26,030 
(depending on contingent circumstances as discussed below). 

 
Operating SBCs: 

 
1. Faculty Travel ($12,838): Due to the ongoing COVID pandemic, LAN faculty were essentially 

unable to travel during the FY21. We wish to SBC all remaining travel funds so that these funds 
will be available in FY22 when everyone will be looking to travel again. 

2. Ongoing Recruitment ($5000): Due to the COVID pandemic, LAN’s previously SBC’d recruitment 
funds went unused because: 1) we initially included them in the budget “give back”; and 2) with 
so much of the University’s business happening online, we were unable to schedule the kinds of 
recruitment events, etc. that we normally do. For this reason, we would like to SBC $5000 in 
FY21 operating funds to continue our recruitment and retention efforts once the campus fully 
opens back up again in FY22. 

3. STV 116A Renovation ($7000): As mentioned above, we plan to complete our renovation of STV 
116A during the current fiscal year. However, should circumstances cause this not to happen 
before June 30, we MAY want to SBC the necessary funding into FY22 so that the project can be 
completed during July and/or August in anticipation of the start of the new academic year. 

 
Personnel SBCs (with some funds possibly coming from operating budget): 

 
1. Teacher Education Coordinator Backfill for Nancy Ferrill ($6192): While Sue Hildebrandt is 

serving as the Acting Chair of the Department of Special Education in COE, Nancy Ferrill will be 
serving in her place as Acting Teacher Education Coordinator in LAN. To compensate Nancy, LAN 
has agreed to pay her $6192 (divided into "Fall" and "Spring" semester amounts of $3096 each), 
which will be paid out as nine monthly amounts of $688 per month. We wish to SBC sufficient 
personnel funds to cover these costs. 

2. Summer Stipends ($2000): Given that our FY21 request for $2000 in permanent funding was 
unfunded, we may seek to SBC sufficient personnel funds to covers these costs during Summer 
2021. 

3. German NTT Instructional Capacity ($40,734): As mentioned above (see Objective #5), we plan 
to request sufficient instructional capacity so that our newly hired German NTT, Adrian Chubb, 
can teach a 1.00 FTE during AY2122, while TT faculty member Jonathan Martin is either on leave 
for the entire academic year or is taking advantage of his negotiated pre-tenure “non-teaching” 
semester in Spring 2022 (while teaching increased GenEd and European Studies courses in Fall 
2021). Should our request for increased instructional capacity funds not be approved (either in 
whole or in part), we will seek to SBC as much funding as possible to cover these costs internally. 
NB: Should Jonathan Martin be awarded one of the year-long fellowships he has applied for, his 
salary variance would cover these NTT instructional costs, so this SBC request would only be 
necessary if he were still planning to teach on campus.) 
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